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Abstract: Centrins are a family of small, EF hand-containing proteins that are found in all eukaryotes
and are often complexed with centrosome-related structures. Since their discovery, centrins have
attracted increasing interest due to their multiple, diverse cellular functions. Centrins are similar
to calmodulin (CaM) in size, structure and domain organization, although in contrast to CaM, the
majority of centrins possess at least one calcium (Ca2+) binding site that is non-functional, thus
displaying large variance in Ca2+ sensing abilities that could support their functional versatility.
In this review, we summarize current knowledge on centrins from both biophysical and structural
perspectives with an emphasis on centrin-target interactions. In-depth analysis of the Ca2+ sensing
properties of centrins and structures of centrins complexed with target proteins can provide useful
insight into the mechanisms of the different functions of centrins and how these proteins contribute
to the complexity of the Ca2+ signaling cascade. Moreover, it can help to better understand the
functional redundancy of centrin isoforms and centrin-binding proteins.

Keywords: centrin; EF-hand; calcium signaling; calcium binding protein; protein interaction

1. Overview of Centrins

Centrins are a family of proteins that contain EF-hands that have functional similarity
with calmodulins (CaM), and like CaM, have a number of unrelated functions. Centrins
are ubiquitous in eukaryotes and for the most part are associated with microtubule orga-
nizing center structures (MTOCs) or cytoplasmic eukaryotic organelles that have a role in
nucleation and spatial organization of microtubules [1–3].

The first centrin to be identified was a major constituent of striated flagellar rootlets
in Tetraselmis striata [4], a green algae, where it functions in calcium (Ca2+)-dependent
contractions. Molecular analysis of centrin orthologues in mammals [5–7] showed that
it is associated with centrosomes and established that it is highly conserved. The or-
thologue centrin in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (CDC31) was found to be localized in the
half-bridge of the spindle pole body (SPB) which is a microtubule-organizing center analo-
gous to the centrosome in mammals [8,9]. Centrin genes have been found in all eukaryotic
kingdoms [2,5,6,9–15]. While centrins play a role in the function of centrosomes, the vast
majority (≈90%) do not appear to be associated with centrosomes [16]. It has been sug-
gested that such widespread distribution in cells is probably related to different functions
in the cytoplasm and nucleus. Indeed, centrins are believed to be involved in processes
such as repair of DNA, duplication of centrosomes, and nuclear export of mRNA, as well
as in protein degradation and signal transduction [17–28].

Considering the number of centrin genes in different organisms, lower eukaryotes
such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii possess one gene for centrin
(CDC31 and CrCEN, respectively), while higher eukaryotes normally have several isoforms
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due to gene duplication or retrotransposition events involving mRNA [29]. In humans,
there are three centrin genes (HsCEN1 to 3) [5,6,12,30]. Mice have an additional isoform
that can chromosomally integrate as shown by the cases of murine centrin 1 (MmCEN1) [31]
and centrin 4 (MmCEN4) [32]. In other species, the number of centrin genes may be much
higher: the ciliate Paramecium caudatum has up to 22, while the parabasalia Trichomonas
vaginalis has 24 [33]. Four centrin-like proteins have been described in Plasmodium falciparum
(PfCEN1 to 4) [34], compared to five in the parasite Trypanosoma brucei (TbCEN1 to 5) and
three in Toxoplasma gondii (TgCEN1 to 3) [15,35,36]. This indicates that centrins have
undergone considerable and complex diversification in eukaryotes, involving multiple
duplication events and gene losses.

Data from proteomic and clustal analyses of amino acid sequences of centrins in
various species suggested the existence of at least two divergent protein subfamilies in
the centrin family [12,37]. In the largest subfamily, CrCEN is the prototype that also
includes the human centrins HsCEN1 and HsCEN2, while HsCEN3 and yeast centrin
CDC31 comprise a distinct subfamily. Aubusson-Fleury et al. recently updated previous
phylogenetic analyses by adding ciliate centrins, defining five main functional families [33].
The first two are formed by classical basal body associated centrins, CEN2/CrCEN and
CEN3/CDC31, while ciliary centrins form a new family [38]. The fourth family of centrins
contains a centrin required for the ciliary voltage gated Ca2+ channel (VGCC centrin) from
Paramecium caudatum [39] along with a centrin ortholog from Paramecium tetraurelia, which
has a similar function. A large fifth family contains centrins that are located in contractile
filaments (ICL centrins) and are needed for contractile network assembly [33,40].

2. Centrins Have Large Differences in Their Ability to Sense Ca2+

Centrins are acidic proteins that are around 170 amino acids long. Similar to CaM, cen-
trins have two lobes, the C-terminal domain and N-terminal domain, which are separated
by a linker region, shaping like a dumbbell [41–43]. The lobes are structurally independent,
and each consists of two 29-amino acid helix-loop-helix structures, called EF-hand motifs,
that can bind Ca2+. The central 12 residues in the EF-hand have the ability to form a
turn-loop structure that coordinates one Ca2+ ion (Figure 1A) [44]. This takes place through
a pentagonal bipyramidal configuration involving a number of residues: carboxylate oxy-
gens from 1 (+X), 3 (+Y), 5 (+Z) and 12 (−Z), carbonyl oxygen from 7 (−Y), and a bridged
water at residue 9 (−X). The loop generally contains three aspartic acid residues that bind
Ca2+ and form the DxDxDG motif. Together with a Gly residue at position 6, which permits
the loop to wrap around Ca2+, this allows for high affinity binding of the ion [44]. In most
centrins, residue 12 is glutamate, which provides bidentate chelation, even if substitution
of glutamate with aspartic acid is not uncommon. This is worthy of note since substitution
with aspartate decreases binding selectivity of Ca2+ to favor binding of Mg2+ ions [44,45].

Phylogenetic analyses have suggested that EF-hand domains arose from two rounds
of duplications of an ancestral EF-hand [46]. Centrins possess four EF-hand domains that
are highly coherent with the responsive actions to Ca2+ in which the proteins were first
discovered. Nonetheless, over time, in centrins, some EF-hand motifs have lost the ability
to bind Ca2+. In this regard, predictions of function [47] have suggested that several motifs
are probably non-functional, considering deletions in the EF-binding loop or the absence of
key residues for coordination. Thus, while all centrins possess four EF-hand motifs, there
are large differences in their ability to bind Ca2+. This supposition has been confirmed by
biophysical analyses, thus adding weight to the hypothesis that differences in the amino
acid sequences of EF-hands are responsible for protein functional versatility (Table 1 and
Figure 1B).
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Figure 1. Overview of the EF-hand Ca2+ binding domains in different centrins. (A) Ca2+ coordination by the canonical EF-
hand (PDB: 1CLL). The Ca2+ ion is coordinated in a pentagonal bipyramidal configuration by ligands indicated by their 
position in the coordination geometry (X, Y, Z, −X, −Y and −Z). NH groups of coordinating amino acids are indicated in 
dark blue, oxygen atoms in red, the Ca2+ ion in green and the coordinating water molecule in violet. (B) Protein sequence 
alignment of centrins from different organisms. The N-terminal extension (light blue box) and the central 12 residues in 
the EF-hand domains (orange boxes) are highlighted. Within the EF-hands, Ca2+ chelating residues are represented in 
orange while the other most common residues are represented in black. Secondary structural elements derived from the 
3D structure of human CaM (PDB: 1CLL), α-helices (orange) and β-sheets (light blue) are displayed on the top of the 
alignment. 

For example, HsCEN2 has two functional Ca2+ binding sites in EF-3 and EF-4 [43,48–
50]. Notably, EF-3 has an Asn at position 12, which is likely responsible for the low affinity 
of this site. HsCEN3 has one high affinity mixed Ca2+/Mg2+ binding and two Ca2+-specific 
sites of low affinity. EF-3 is inactive due to the Asn for Glu change at position 12. In addi-
tion, EF-1 has a Glu in position 6, and EF-2 should have low affinity binding given the 
existence of a Thr in position 5. In contrast, MmCEN1 possesses four EF-hands that all 
bind Ca2+ even if with apparently different affinities since, as shown by the structure, there 
are fewer ligands involved in the Ca2+ binding in EF-1 and EF-2 compared to EF-3 and 4 
[51]. Centrin from yeast binds three Ca2+ ions, one with high affinity at EF-1 and two with 
low-affinity at EF-3 and EF-4 [19]. At position 12, EF-3 has an Asn instead of Glu. The EF-
2 site appears to be inactive, given that it has an Arg in position 5, a His at position 6, and 
an Asp at the critical position 12. Centrins from green algae Scherffelia dubia (SdCEN) and 
CrCEN have two high affinity sites in the N-lobe and one moderate affinity in the C-lobe 

Figure 1. Overview of the EF-hand Ca2+ binding domains in different centrins. (A) Ca2+ coordination by the canonical
EF-hand (PDB: 1CLL). The Ca2+ ion is coordinated in a pentagonal bipyramidal configuration by ligands indicated by their
position in the coordination geometry (X, Y, Z, −X, −Y and −Z). NH groups of coordinating amino acids are indicated in
dark blue, oxygen atoms in red, the Ca2+ ion in green and the coordinating water molecule in violet. (B) Protein sequence
alignment of centrins from different organisms. The N-terminal extension (light blue box) and the central 12 residues in
the EF-hand domains (orange boxes) are highlighted. Within the EF-hands, Ca2+ chelating residues are represented in
orange while the other most common residues are represented in black. Secondary structural elements derived from the 3D
structure of human CaM (PDB: 1CLL), α-helices (orange) and β-sheets (light blue) are displayed on the top of the alignment.

For example, HsCEN2 has two functional Ca2+ binding sites in EF-3 and EF-4 [43,48–50].
Notably, EF-3 has an Asn at position 12, which is likely responsible for the low affinity of
this site. HsCEN3 has one high affinity mixed Ca2+/Mg2+ binding and two Ca2+-specific
sites of low affinity. EF-3 is inactive due to the Asn for Glu change at position 12. In
addition, EF-1 has a Glu in position 6, and EF-2 should have low affinity binding given
the existence of a Thr in position 5. In contrast, MmCEN1 possesses four EF-hands that
all bind Ca2+ even if with apparently different affinities since, as shown by the structure,
there are fewer ligands involved in the Ca2+ binding in EF-1 and EF-2 compared to EF-3
and 4 [51]. Centrin from yeast binds three Ca2+ ions, one with high affinity at EF-1 and
two with low-affinity at EF-3 and EF-4 [19]. At position 12, EF-3 has an Asn instead of
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Glu. The EF-2 site appears to be inactive, given that it has an Arg in position 5, a His
at position 6, and an Asp at the critical position 12. Centrins from green algae Scherffelia
dubia (SdCEN) and CrCEN have two high affinity sites in the N-lobe and one moderate
affinity in the C-lobe (likely the EF-4) [52]; in CrCEN EF-3 has decreased ability to bind
Ca2+ (affinity outside the physiological range) considering the Asp for Glu substitution at
position 12, while EF-3 of SdCEN is not functional due to Asn for Glu replacement at the
same position. Centrin 2 from Arabidopsis thaliana (AtCEN2) has four sites that are specific
for Ca2+ binding and, interestingly, its N-terminal domain contains the sites with higher
affinity [22]. Substantial variability among centrins has also been noted in protists. For
example, TbCEN4 binds Ca2+ with high affinity via EF-3 and EF-4 [14]. TgCEN1 is able to
bind two Ca2+ ions via EF-1 and EF-2 with high affinity, and TgCEN2 can bind only one
Ca2+ ion with low affinity through EF-1 [53]. Unusually, neither TgCEN1 nor TgCEN2
EF-3 fit the consensus for an Asn in position 12. Moreover, in both centrins, EF-4 cannot
bind Ca2+, even if both have an EF-hand consensus sequence. This finding reflects that
predicted and experimentally measured binding can differ greatly as previously seen with
other Ca2+ binding proteins [54–57].

Given the above, it appears clear that centrin proteins display no consistent evolu-
tionary conservation of Ca2+ sites. In some proteins, the EF-hand motifs do not bind
Ca2+, and as such may be pseudo-EF-hand motifs. Additionally, centrins have distinctly
different Ca2+ binding properties compared to CaM, which can be considered evidence
of their functional specialization. CaM, for example, has four high affinity Ca2+-binding
sites [58,59], allowing for efficient response to changes in intracellular Ca2+. In contrast,
centrins have a much wider range of affinity (Table 1).

The selective binding of Ca2+ to centrins through EF-hands likely leads to structural
rearrangement of α-helices and brings about conformational changes from closed to open,
with exposure of a hydrophobic surface that can interact with other proteins involved in
cellular signaling. Although the global folding pattern of centrins is somewhat similar to
CaMs, centrins have a variable, non-structured positively charged region of 20–25 residues
in the N-terminal (Figure 1B). However, at present, the role of this extension in the N-
terminal remains unclear. Studies on centrins have suggested that Ca2+-induced poly-
merization appears to depend on this amino-terminal domain [60]. In both HsCEN2 and
TgCEN1, this N-terminal extension is needed for self-assembly induced by Ca2+ [60–63].

Table 1. Ca2+ binding properties of centrins.

Organism Centrin UniProt Code
Experimental
Ca2+-Binding

Sites a
Ca2+ Affinity b Refs

Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii CrCEN P05434 4

Kd1,2N = 1.2 ± 0.1 × 10−6 M
Kd3C = 2 ± 2 × 10−5 M
Kd4C = 3 ± 2 × 10−3 M

[64–66]

Scherffelia dubia SdCEN Q06827 3
Ka1N = 2.6 × 105 M−1

Ka2N = 4.3 × 105 M−1

Ka3C = 1.1 × 105 M−1
[52]

Homo sapiens HsCEN1 Q12798 4
Ka1,2 = 4.26 × 105 ± 9.5 × 104 M−1

Ka3,4 = 2.73 × 104 ± 2.7 × 103 M−1 [67,68]

Homo sapiens HsCEN2 P41208 2
Ka(EF-3) = 8.1 × 103 M−1

Ka(EF-4) = 1.5 × 105 M−1 [43,48–50,62]

Homo sapiens HsCEN3 O15182 3
Ka1N = 3.3 × 105 M−1

Ka2 = 7.0 × 103 M−1

Ka3 = 7.5 × 103 M−1
[69]
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Table 1. Cont.

Organism Centrin UniProt Code
Experimental
Ca2+-Binding

Sites a
Ca2+ Affinity b Refs

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae CDC31 P06704 3

Ka(EF-1) = 3.0 × 106 M−1

Ka2C = 2.4 × 104 M−1

Ka3C = 3.5 × 104 M−1
[19,70]

Mus musculus MmCEN1 P41209 4

Ka1 = 5.23 × 105 M−1

Ka2 = 3.11 × 103 M−1

Ka3 = 2.31 × 105 M−1

Ka4 = 1.59 × 104 M−1

[51]

Arabidopsis
thaliana AtCEN2 O23184 4

Ka(EF-1) = 2.9 × 105 ± 7.1 × 104 M−1

Ka(EF-2) = 4.1 × 105 ± 6.8 × 104 M−1

Ka(EF-3) = 1.4 × 104 ± 3.8 × 103 M−1

Ka(EF-4) = 3.7 × 103 ± 0.8 × 103 M−1

[22]

Toxoplasma
gondii TgCEN1 A0A125YHX7 2

Ka(EF-1) = 4.8 × 105 ± 6.1 × 103 M−1

Ka(EF-2) = 3.9 × 104 ± 4.5 × 103 M−1 [53]

Toxoplasma
gondii TgCEN2 A0A125YZN2 1 Ka(EF-1) = 1.6 × 104 ± 1.5 × 103 M−1 [53]

Trypanosoma
brucei TbCEN4 A0A3L6L623 2

Ka(EF-3) = 3.18 × 105 ± 4.63 × 104 M−1

Ka(EF-4) = 2.63 × 104 ± 4.37 × 103 M−1 [14]

Trypanosoma
brucei TbCEN5 Q382E7 2 Kd1,2 = 4.8 µM [71]

Euplotes
octocarinatus EoCEN Q9XZV2 4

Ka1,2 = 1.12 ± 0.04 × 103 M−1

Ka(EF-4) = 6.82 ± 0.33 × 105 M−1 [13,72]

Blastocladiella
emersonii BeCEN1 Q4F6W6 4

Kd1 = 6.06 ± 2.26 µM
Kd2 = 7.50 ± 0.44 µM

Kd3 = 75.20 ± 28.3 µM
Kd4 = 9.35 ± 0.93 µM

[73]

Blastocladiella
emersonii BeCEN3 Q4F6W5 4

Kd1 = 2.45 ± 0.04 µM
Kd2 = 18.50 ± 0.86 µM
Kd3 = 2.11 ± 0.38 µM
Kd4 = 38.1 ± 7.46 µM

[73]

a Number of functional Ca2+-binding sites as experimentally measured by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) or flow dialysis analysis. b Ka = equilibrium association constant; Kd = dissociation constant. Kd is the inverse of the
equilibrium association constant, Ka, (i.e., Kd = 1/Ka). N = N-terminal domain. C = C-terminal domain. Where the EF-hand site is not
specified, binding affinities refer to the affinity for the first, second, third and fourth Ca2+ bound, not to the affinity of the individual sites.

3. Functional Diversity and Specialization of Centrins

Similar to other members of the CaM subfamily, centrins likely act as Ca2+ sensors,
interacting with target proteins to regulate specific cellular activities. However, some
centrins can also bind to their target independently of Ca2+ [19,21,28,52,70]. The current
five targets for centrins have been well established: XPC (xeroderma pigmentosum group
C protein) [27]; SFI1 (suppressor of fermentation-induced loss of stress resistance protein
1) [74]; SAC3 (suppressor of actin) [20]; KAR1 (karyogamy protein) [9]; and transducin [23].
Notwithstanding, new targets are being discovered in many organisms, which are involved
in a large variety of cellular processes (Table 2).
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Since centrins recognize specific proteins, both centrins and their targets have features
that allow for their mutual recognition. Some authors have hypothesized that this is
related to the intrinsic disorder of the target sites that subsequently gain ordered structure
following the binding of centrin [19,21,22,52,53,66,75,76]. It has been shown that the
hydrophobic pocket of centrin is able to bind its target using a hydrophobic triad, namely
W1xxL4xxxL8 (1–4–8 motif) [19,21,76]. Interestingly, there are two orientations of the
centrin-binding motif: W1xxL4xxxL8 and L8xxxL4xxW1 (8-4-1) [21,70]. In these binding
motifs, the positions 1 and 4 are always hydrophobic residues, position 8 is less conserved.
Studies on HsCEN2 bound to XPC have noted the importance of W1 as major determinant
for anchoring and is located within a hydrophobic site in the C-lobe of the centrin [43,49,76].

Crystal [20,43,49,70] and NMR [50,77–79] structures of centrins complexed with target
sequences (i.e., XPC, SFI1, SAC3 or KAR1) have been solved (Table 2). The pocket that binds
the target is situated in the C-terminal portion of centrin, and in human centrin residue
F113 is a key player in target binding. In the target, the W residue of the triad lies within the
binding cavity in proximity of centrin F113. The overall structure of the N- and C-terminal
domains is analogous in HsCEN2 and CDC31 when the target is present: the N-terminal
domain remains in a closed conformation, whereas the EF-hand helices run anti-parallel;
the C-terminal domain has perpendicular helices and has an open conformation. Of note,
unlike CaM and troponin C, the C-terminal domain of centrins is also preferentially in an
open conformation in the absence of Ca2+ [50,64]. Thus, HsCEN2 and CDC31 have the
ability to bind targets in their C-terminal via a hydrophobic pocket, even independently
of Ca2+ [19,21,49,52,64,69,76]. Notwithstanding, for some centrins, target binding through
the N-terminal domain has also been documented [52,63].

Moreover, as for CaM, the Ca2+ affinity of some centrins considerably increases upon
interaction with target proteins [21,66]. Given the above, constitutive binding between
centrin and its targets, even at the low Ca2+ level of a resting cell, has been hypothesized.
Such an example is the binding of centrin CDC31 to KAR1 from yeast [80]. However, in the
absence of more in-depth structural comparison among different centrin-target complexes,
a generalized role for Ca2+ in formation of such complexes cannot be ruled out. Moreover,
the majority of structural and biophysical investigations so far have not studied full-length
target proteins, but rather only smaller peptides containing the binding region of centrin.

Overall, Ca2+ signaling is complex, and greater understanding about crosstalk between
pathways and different classes of sensors is needed. In this regard, the numerosity of
centrin isoforms and centrin targets highlights this complexity. The use of one or another
signaling pathway may be related to several factors, such as the levels of the individual
centrin protein, and its differential expression in differentiation and development, as well
as to variations in the Ca2+ signal, affinity of the EF-hand for Ca2+ and phosphorylation
status [4,81–86].
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Table 2. Centrin targets.

Centrin Identified Target Complex
Localization Function/Pathway Centrin Binding Motif of Targets Target Binding Affinity a PDB CODE Refs

HsCEN2 XPC Nucleus NER 847-NWKLLAKGLLIRERLKR-863 with Ca2+, Ka = 170 ± 30 × 106 M−1

without Ca2+, Ka = 8 ± 1 × 106 M−1

2GGM,
2OBH,
2A4J

[17,43,49,76,77,87]

HsCEN2 XPA Nucleus NER N/A b N/A N/A [87,88]

CDC31 RAD4 Nucleus
DNA repair and

protein
degradation

N/A N/A N/A [28]

AtCEN2 AtRAD4 Nucleus NER 756-EAQAASRWYQLLSSILTR-773 with Ca2+, Kd = 54 ± 14 nM
without Ca2+, Kd = 8 ± 1 µM N/A [18,22]

HsCEN1 HsSFI1 (R18) c Basal body/
centrosome

Centrosome
duplication 670-REVAARESQHNRQLLRGALRRWK-692 with Ca2+, Ka = 12.03 × 105 M−1

without Ca2+, Ka = 0.03 × 105 M−1 N/A [29,89]

HsCEN2 HsSFI1(R17) Basal body/
centrosome

Centrosome
duplication 641-RADLHHQHSVLHRALQAWVT-660 with Ca2+, Ka = 6.5 ± 0.9 × 106 M−1

without Ca2+, Ka = 0.25 ± 0.02 × 106 M−1 2K2I [29,78,90]

CDC31 ScSFI1 (R18) SPB SPB duplication 680- IQAISKRNYQLEKMVLKKFR -699 with Ca2+, Ka = 1 ± 0.03 × 107 M−1

without Ca2+, Ka = 2.4 ± 0.13 × 105 M−1
2GV5,
2DOQ [19,70,74,91]

CDC31 ScSFI1 (R19) SPB SPB duplication 710- ELADEVREEFVLVKTFYIWK -729 with Ca2+, Ka = 3.5 ± 0.29 × 107 M−1

without Ca2+, Ka = 1.9 ± 0.3 × 105 M−1 N/A [19,70,74,91]

HsCEN2
HsCEN3 GANP Nuclear pore mRNA export 1225-IFQTAKETLQELQCFCKYLQRWR-1247 N/A N/A [20,25,92]

CDC31 SAC3 Nuclear pore mRNA export 797-KFFEKWQASYSQAKKNRI-814 with Ca2+, Ka = 2.2 ± 0.2 × 107 M−1

without Ca2+, Ka = 1.5 ± 0.11 × 106 M−1

3FWB,
3FWC,
4MBE

[19,20,24,93,94]

AtCEN1
AtCEN2 SAC3B Nuclear pore mRNA export 1050-AKAKLKLIIRLWKRWSSRQSELRERR-1075 with Ca2+, Ka = 1.5 x 106 ± 5.5 × 105 M−1

without Ca2+, Ka = 4.1 x 105 ± 8.3 × 104 M−1 N/A [21,95,96]

CDC31 KAR1 SPB SPB duplication 237-KKRELIESKWHRLLFHDKK-255 with Ca2+, Ka = 2.3 ± 0.15 × 107 M−1

without Ca2+, Ka = 4.4 ± 0.1 × 105 M−1 N/A [8,19,80,97]

HsCEN1 Transducin β
Photoreceptor

Connecting Cilium Phototransduction 325-MAVATGSWDSFLKIWN-340 with Ca2+, Ka = 0.17 ± 0.12 × 106 M−1 N/A [23,29,84]

HsCEN2 POC5 Basal body/
centrosome

Centriole
elongation

156-LQKMENVLDLWSSGLKTN-173
245-KIELMRTFFHWRIGHVRA-262

278-RTLLKKVWKVWRSVVQKQ-295
N/A N/A [98,99]

HsCEN2 PRP40A Nucleus Pre-mRNA
splicing 524-KQLRKRNWEALKNILDNMANVTYSTTWSEAQQY-556 with Ca2+, Ka = 3.6 x ± 0.4 × 106 M−1 N/A [75]

HsCEN2 NUP107-160 Nuclear pore
mRNA and

protein
nuclear export

N/A N/A N/A [25]
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Table 2. Cont.

Centrin Identified Target Complex
Localization Function/Pathway Centrin Binding Motif of Targets Target Binding Affinity a PDB CODE Refs

HsCEN2 MPS1 Centrosome Centriole
assembly N/A N/A N/A [100]

HsCEN3 MPS1 Centrosome
Inhibition of
centrosome
duplication

N/A N/A N/A [101]

CDC31 MPS3p SPB SPB duplication N/A N/A N/A [102]

HsCEN2 CP110 Centrosome Cytokinesis N/A N/A N/A [103]

HsCEN2 CDC25B Centrosome
Cytoplasm

Centrosome
integrity N/A N/A N/A [104,105]

HsCEN2 Gelectin-3 Centrosome N/A N/A N/A N/A [106]

CDC31 KIC1p N/A Cell integrity/
morphogenesis N/A N/A N/A [107,108]

CDC31 26S proteasome Cytoplasm/
proteasome

Protein
degradation N/A N/A N/A [28]

CDC31
cytosolic and
mitochondrial

factors
Mitochondria Energy

metabolism N/A N/A N/A [109]

CDC31 VPS13 N/A

TGN (trans-Golgi
network) –PVC

(prevacuolar
compartment)

transport and TGN
homotypic fusion

N/A N/A N/A [110,111]

AtCEN1 Tonneau1 Cytoskeleton
microtubule

centers
organization

N/A N/A N/A [1]

a Ka = equilibrium association constant; Kd = dissociation constant. Kd is the inverse of the equilibrium association constant, Ka, (i.e., Kd = 1/Ka). b N/A not available. c The repeats (R) in SFI1 are numbered as
they appear in the protein sequence.
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4. Centrin–Peptide Complexes

While in some cases the function of centrins has been linked with a specific biological
process, overall, there is still limited knowledge about their structural properties and
centrin–target interactions.

4.1. Centrins and Nucleotide Excision Repair

The autosomal recessive disorder xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), in humans, is as-
sociated with defects in nucleotide excision repair (NER). NER consists of two processes:
transcription-coupled NER that removes transcription-blocking lesions and global genome
NER that is initiated by a complex composed of XPC, HsCEN2, and RAD23B [27]. In this
case, centrin interacts with XPC [27] and increases the specificity of the XPC/RAD23B com-
plex for DNA lesions, thus playing a direct role in NER [17]. Investigations on Arabidopsis
AtCEN2 have confirmed that centrin has a crucial role in NER [18,112]. AtCEN2, in fact,
interacts with AtRAD4, the Arabidopsis homolog of human XPC, in a Ca2+ dependent
manner [18,22] (Table 2). In yeast, centrin CDC31 is also a partner in a complex that simi-
larly involves RAD4/RAD23 [28] and the C-terminal domain of CDC31 binds RAD4. Thus,
a common regulatory mechanism may be present in eukaryotes.

The contact between HsCEN2 and XPC occurs through a high affinity binding site
that is located between N847 and R863 in XPC [76] (Table 2). A 17 amino acids peptide
corresponding to this binding (P17-XPC) increases its affinity for HsCEN2 by 20-fold
when Ca2+ is present [76]. The X-ray structure has shown that the peptide fits well in the
hydrophobic pocket located in the C-terminal domain of centrin (PDB: 2OBH) (Figure 2).
W848, L851, and L855 of P17-XPC seem to be the major residues involved in binding [49].
W848 is bound tightly in the cavity and residues F113, M145, and I165 of human centrin all
form hydrophobic and polar interactions with the indole moiety. There is also a crucial
bond between the guanidium group of R858 and R860 of the peptide and centrin residues
E105 and E132, respectively. The complex is further stabilized by hydrophobic contacts
involving L851 and L132 [49]. Interestingly, W848 and L851 in P17-XPC superpose with the
equivalent residues in SFI1 [70] and KAR1 [79], while in the case of L855, the divergences
are more evident.
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Figure 2. Crystal structure of the complex HsCEN2/P17-XPC (PDB: 2OBH). (A) Global view of the
complex. The centrin molecule is represented in yellow and the P17-XPC peptide is shown in red.
The Ca2+ ions at the C-terminal binding sites of the centrin molecule are represented as smudge
green spheres. (B) Magnification of the binding site of HsCEN2. Key residues, defining the interface
of interaction, are reported as green (HsCEN2) and cyan (P17-XPC) residues.
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4.2. SFI1 and Centrosome Duplication

The protein SFI1 is found in the centrosome of most eukaryotes and is involved
in assembly of the mitotic spindle and progression of the G2–M transition of the cell
cycle [113]. Pull-down experiments [74] showed that SFI1 has the ability to interact with
HsCEN2 in humans and CDC31 in yeast, and SFI1 and CDC31 mutants exhibit defects in
SPB duplication in yeasts [74]. Of note, in addition to the SPB duplication, CDC31 was
found to be required for meiotic SPB remodeling, thus revealing novel functions of this
protein. However, how CDC31 is involved in this process remains to be elucidated [114].

SFI1 from S. cerevisiae and humans can bind up to ~20 and 25 molecules of centrin,
respectively, using conserved binding sites that are repeated in the central α-helical portion
of SFI1; these consensus repeats are AX7LLX3F/LX2W [74], and each repeat can bind one
molecule of centrin (Table 2). HsSFI1 has regular 10 amino acid gaps between each repeat;
in contrast, ScSFI1 has gaps that range from 0 to 12 amino acids.

The crystal structure of CDC31 bound with two or three repeats of ScSFI1 reveals that
the centrins are wrapped around long α-helix in ScSFI1 (PDB: 2DOQ) (Figure 3A) [70]. In
CDC31, both the C- and N-terminal domains can bind ScSFI1. The C-lobe in CDC31 has
an open conformation, while the N-terminal domain has a closed conformation [70]. The
C-terminal domain of centrin mostly interacts with the C-terminus of the ScSFI1 repeats,
analogously to the interactions between the C-lobe of Chlamydomonas centrin and KAR1
(PDB: 1OQP) (see below) [79]. Ca2+ does not seem to be needed for the binding between
centrin and ScSFI1 given that the addition of the ion does not affect the conformation of
centrin, at least when it is complexed with ScSFI1. The structure has also documented the
presence of several centrin–centrin interactions, for the most part involving the C-terminal
in a centrin with the N-terminal of another centrin. Such interactions suggest that centrin–
centrin interactions might allow for the formation of filaments that are stabilized by further
interactions with ScSFI1.
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Figure 3. Crystal structures of (A) the complex between SFI1 and CDC31 molecules and (B) the
complex between SAC3, SUS1, and CDC31. (A) Crystal structure of three yeast centrins CDC31 (light
blue, yellow and orange) bound to SFI1 (PDB: 2DOQ). Ca2+ ions are indicated by smudge green
spheres. The anchoring residues for the interaction of SFI1 with CDC31 are indicated in cyan. (B) 3D
structure of the complex CDC31 (yellow), SAC3 (red) and SUS1 (transparent) (PDB: 3FWC). The
key residues constituting the large hydrophobic surface for the interaction of SAC3 with CDC31 are
indicated in cyan.
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The structure of the complex between the C-terminal of HsCEN2 (T94–Y172) with
the peptide R17-SFI1 has been resolved by NMR (PDB: 2K2I) [78,90]. Differently from the
complex of yeast centrin with ScSFI1, in human centrin, the N-terminal domain has no
substantial function in binding to HsSFI1. The W residue of SFI1 peptide lies within a
hydrophobic cavity in which the centrin F113 residue is located, as occurs for XPC. The
structure further revealed that the affinity of SFI1 peptide is decreased compared to that of
P17-XPC because of a helix dipole inversion. Moreover, when compared with the NMR
structure of the C-terminal domain of HsCEN2 and the P17-XPC peptide (PDB: 2A4J) [77],
the HsCEN2 residue E148 appears to differentiate between XPC and SFI1 [115].

4.3. Centrins and mRNA Export

The TREX-2 complex plays a key role in transcription and mRNA nuclear export [24,93,116].
In S. cerevisiae, TREX-2 has five subunits (SAC3, THP1, CDC31, SUS1, and SEM1) [116].
SAC3 serves as the core scaffold for assembly with the other subunits. Fischer et al. reported
that the C-terminal domain (CID) of SAC3 binds both CDC31 and SUS1 [24]. Comparison
of the sequence of SAC3 CID with other peptides that have the ability to bind CDC31
advocated that the binding site is likely between amino acid residues 795 and 813. This
sequence has several features that are shared with other CDC31 binding motifs [70,74]. In
yeast, residues 795–813 of SAC3 tend to copurify with CDC31 [20], while their removal
leads to a loss of the ability to bind CDC31 [20].

The interactions between CDC31, SUS1, and SAC3 have been studied by crystallog-
raphy using SAC3 residues 723–805 in combination with CDC31 and SUS1 (PDB: 3FWC).
(Figure 3B) [20]. In this complex, SAC3 exists as a long α helix that binds one molecule of
CDC31 and two molecules of SUS1. The interaction between SAC3 and CDC31 primarily
involves EF-3 and EF-4, which are located in the C-terminal domain of CDC31 [70]. The
N-domain of CDC31 adopts a closed conformation, while the C-terminal domain has an
open conformation [70]. Residues in the C-terminal domain of CDC31 are able to form
a sort of hydrophobic margin with SAC3, which is similar to that seen in the interaction
with SFI1 (PDB: 2DOQ) [70] and to those between Chlamydomonas centrin and KAR1 (PDB:
1OQP) (see below) [79], even if in SAC3 the helix has an opposite orientation [20]. W802 of
SAC3 appears to have a primary role in this interaction and is nestled in a hydrophobic
pocket in the C-terminal of CDC31, which is made by F105, M137, I138, F141, I149, and
I157. Even if the CDC31-binding motifs in SAC3 (~24-residues) are shorter than those in
the CDC31-binding region of SFI1 (~33 residues), both consensus CDC31 binding motifs
have several features in common. The main difference between the binding sites in SFI1
and SAC3 is that the residues involved in binding the N-terminal domain of CDC31 are
absent in SAC3 [108].

It remains unclear if the binding of SUS1 and CDC31 to the C-terminal domain of
SAC3 is constitutively active or regulated. It would appear that CDC31 is regulated by
changes in cellular levels of Ca2+. However, similar to the CDC31-SFI1 interaction [70],
variations in Ca2+ levels did not influence the interaction between CDC31 with SAC3 [20].
In vitro investigations between CDC31 and a peptide containing the centrin binding motif
in SAC3 established that the formation of this complex is only slightly affected by Ca2+.
In fact, the Kd for SAC3 peptide binding to CDC31 was ~45 nM with Ca2+ compared to
~677 nM without [19].

The existence of SUS1, SAC3, and CDC31 homologs in other species raises the pos-
sibility that the C-terminal domain complex is conserved [92,95,117]. Based on the yeast
structure, a putative motif in human SAC3/GANP was found that can bind to ENY2, the
human SUS1 homolog, at least in vitro [20]. TREX-2 was recently identified in A. thaliana
and is composed of the five proteins SAC3B, SAC3A, THP1, CEN1, and CEN2 [95]. Similar
to SAC3 from yeast, SAC3B from Arabidopsis interacts with AtCEN2 [95]. The presence
of a centrin-binding site in the C-terminal of SAC3B has been reported and its interaction
characterized through spectroscopic and calorimetric approaches [21]. Of note, AtCEN2
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can bind to SAC3B through the C-terminal domain independently of a stimulus involving
Ca2+ [21].

4.4. Centrins and KAR1

KAR1 is an important constituent of the SPB in yeast and is needed for cell in-
tegrity [80]. Mutation of the KAR1 gene blocks SPB duplication at an early stage, leading
to an enlarged SPB [80]. CDC31 binds to the central portion of KAR1 (residues 237–255,
Table 2), which is localized to the half bridge of the SPB [80,118]. In addition, the corre-
sponding 19-mer peptide, which contains the conserved 1-4-8 triad, can bind with high
affinity in a Ca2+-dependent manner to CDC31 [97]. Creascu et al. reported that in the
presence of Ca2+ the affinity for KAR1 and CDC31 is at least 50-fold higher than in its
absence [19]. Mutational and biophysical analyses have documented that KAR1 interacts
with CDC31 via the C-terminal domain [66,97].

At present, there is no structure of the CDC31–KAR1 complex, although the structure
of the Ca2+-activated C-terminal domain of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii centrin (CrCEN-C)
complexed with the KAR1 peptide has been solved by NMR (PDB: 1OQP) (Figure 4) [79].
In this case, the protein complex is stabilized through specific interactions between three
hydrophobic residues, namely W248, L251 and L252, and CrCEN-C in addition to electro-
static interactions between the basic peptide and the acidic binding site in CrCEN-C. All
these residues reside in a hydrophobic cavity located on the CrCEN-C protein, and W248
is completely emersed in the deepest pocket. The protein–peptide interface is stabilized by
two methionine residues (M142 and M63) and two phenylalanine residues (F110 and F159)
in CrCEN-C. The greater affinity for Ca2+ by CrCEN-C when the KAR1 peptide is present
has been explained by stabilization of the open conformation of CrCEN-C by the peptide.
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As shown by mutational studies and direct measurements of binding affinity [64],
in contrast to CrCEN-C, CrCEN-N does not have substantial binding affinity for KAR1
peptide, suggesting that they have different cellular targets [64,66].
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5. Conclusions and Future Directions

Centrins are clearly crucial components of multiple signaling pathways in eukaryotic
organisms, but there are still significant gaps in knowledge.

Herein, we surveyed structural properties of centrins and binding characteristics of
centrin target proteins to shed light on the molecular mechanisms at the basis of the various
functions of centrins and to obtain a more defined picture of how centrins contribute to the
complexity of the Ca2+ signaling cascade.

The available knowledge suggests that centrins have dynamic roles and binding of
Ca2+ is not always essential for interaction with their intracellular targets. Variations in
EF-hands are predicted to relevantly contribute to the functional versatility of centrins
and the differential Ca2+ affinities among centrins, some prebound to targets, others not,
contribute to a system with considerable flexibility in responding to Ca2+ signals. Moreover,
post-translational modifications also regulate the activity and subcellular localizations of
centrins. All these regulatory mechanisms may permit organisms with comparatively
fewer centrins to realize a functional diversity that is similar to organisms with a much
larger number of centrins.

Notwithstanding, there is the need to gain more knowledge about the different reg-
ulatory conditions of centrins and place them in a functional context. Emerging high
resolution imaging methods and proteomics approaches dedicated to deciphering protein
complexes should help to understand how centrin proteins can act at the crossroad of vari-
ous signaling pathway by binding such a diverse collection of proteins. Moreover, greater
attention should be given to the ability of centrins to work as bridging molecules between
proteins, besides their function in conveying the Ca2+ signal to specific target proteins.

As the structural and functional properties of centrins from other organisms become
better understood, this will provide the basis for interpreting the complex Ca2+-based
signaling system. This may also help to define the evolutionary pressures that led to
conservation of centrinsand will also lead to new insights into the molecular evolution of
Ca2+ binding proteins.
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